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It is usually said that the Culture is the nature of man, Kultur ist Natur des Menschen, but we
must accept, volens nolens, that the Book is the essence of human culture, Das Buch ist die
wessentlich der Kultur des Menschen! Upon this assumption, we must accept that the neuron
is the basic anatomical structure of the entire nervous system of all inervated living systems of
the biology, culminating in human through its neo-cortex system, as the highly abstract
development of an abstract representation, existing in singularity, at least up to date, within the
knowing Universe! Our endeavour is trying in a reconnection between neuron of biology with
the neo – cortex of human ontology, in a synthesis that is done upon a triad of philosophical
schools, like those of rationalist philosophy, of empiricist philosophy and of idealist philosophy!
Nonetheless, for this extremely complex philosophy endeavour, will be used ideas and
concepts belonging to the materialist and idealist of Greek philosophy, to those of Oriental
philosophy of Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism of India and Taoism, Confucianism and Ch’an
–ism of China. Moreover, will be some references to the ideas and concepts from different
religions of human being, namely those of Egyptean religions, Mesopotamian religions, then
those of Judaism, Christianity and Islam religions, then to those belonging to the Persian
religion of Zoroastrism, of Manicheism and of Shintoism. Cortexologis
SEVEN BATTLES UMS SAPIENS …in order for a better understanding of the History of the
World, first of all, one must understand and analyzed the History of Ourself, as individuality, as
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community, as nation and even Species, without any fear in front of Sapiens... … what battles
have you carry on, what hopes have you aimed, what achievements could be counted, what
defeats have you recorded, one can read out in the book LEX SAPIENS! …in order to a better
comprehension of the History of the Peoples, first of all, one must check out and analyze the
History of the Others… into which realities they are striving on, into which difficulties they are
fighting on, through which disappointments they are going through, what kind of enjoyments
they are meeting – JUSGENTIUM SAPIENS! …in order to a better learning or recognition or
discernment of what kind of Evolutionary forces and Revolutionary determinations has
modelled our Species Homo Sapiens, its interrelations within the Genus Homo, Hominid
Family, and Order Primates – RACE & SAPIENS! …in order to a better cognition or
enlightenment of our world of technology, Life on Line, Internet Society, Spying forces or
Eavesdropping of Communications - CYBERSAPIENS! …in order to a better apprehension or
grasping human transcendence of Faith, of Religions, of Denominations, of fighting of InterFaith, of Self-Responsibility, of Religious Wars, of destroying terrorism – THEOS SAPIENS! …in
order to a better schooling-wisdom of ideologies and doctrines throughout times, since
Antiquity up to now – POLITIKON SAPIENS! …in order for a better judgement, a better degree
of involvement into de difficulties of the present world, analyzed as a wholeness of our Species
Homo Sapiens, regarding the huge states deficits, huge rates of unemployment, particularly in
youth generations, increasing in ageing through dys-productivity, or Social Systems pushed
into area of irrationalities or in-authenticity – OEKONOMICUS SAPIENS, or OIKOS SAPIENS!
...In order to be in pace with the exponential development digital technology of our internet
times, of our on line era, in creating a conceptology of the Cyber –Era, by naming directly the
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heroes of the Email addresses, is envisioned the book PHILOSOPHY OF EMAILING... In order
to rethink a possible overcoming of all previous Sapientological cultural achievements as
quality - presentation, as quantity - information and quantuum - sharing throughout of our
planetary system and even beyond of it, during Digital – Cyber – Aera, METAPHYSICS OF
EMAILING...
In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of
meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, by trying to re-unite the essence of a thing with
its own existence, esse et existere… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to
know what is uncertain around me and inside me, regarding the cosmological uncertainties,
biological uncertainties and ontological uncertainties… In order to know myself better, gnothi
seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, whatever of the level of
universe or of the starry skies upon me and the ones inside me… Ultimately, in order to know
ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown must be the
duty-triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the
ontological jump, or start up in our Species, towards an Up-Sapiens Species… Encyclopaedist
towards Up-Sapiens
3 in 1: Anatomie - Physiologie - Pathophysiologie - Der Lehrbuchklassiker - didaktisch
ausgereift. Auf neuestem Stand - Drei medizinische Grundlagenfächer in einer integrierten
Darstellung - Zur raschen Orientierung, zum Lernen, zum Verstehen NEU:
Zusammenfassungen an Kapitelenden - zusätzlich zu vielen selbsterklärenden Abbildungen,
Schemata und Tabellen. Etabliertes Wissen und neue Erkenntnisse für Studium, Ausbildung
und Praxis.
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In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of
meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, by inducing into myself of the guiding
experiment of all realities, beyond of prejudices, beyond of barriers of the idols and of the
inherent subjectivities into human… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to
know what is uncertain around me and inside me, by re-sensing the crucial axioms of science
and epistemology, by re-thinking thus the axiom through which the truth is the son of time, the
son of science and the son of technology… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I
have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, by correlating thus the triad of
truth – experience - reality… Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, as Species, as
Sapiens, or as Genus Homo Anthropos, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is
unknown inside us and inside myself, and, all of these must be the duty - triad in every human
school, in every human college or human university / academy, to all those who are trying the
ontological and epistemological jump in our Species, seen and analyzed as Up Sapiens…
Empiricist
Probes developments and trends in research and clinical applications of vitamin E, discussing
its chemistry and biochemistry and natural occurence in nuts, seeds, whole grains and
vegetable and fish-liver oils. The book covers new findings on the role of vitamin E as a
biological response modifier.

…Before knowing myself better, it is necessary to know my Species Sapiens, to whom I
belong in my entirety, both biologically and ontologically… …But my Species Sapiens
belongs at its row, to the Genus or Gattung Homo Anthropos, by enlisting here the line
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of Homo Habilis, of Homo Ergaster, of Homo Erectus, of Homo Heidelbergensis,
possible that of Homo Neanderthal… all of them one should know, at least in their
maximal generality… …Moreover, one ought to know the Hominid Family, (Orangutan,
Chimpanzee, Bonobo), then, the Order Primate, Class Mammals, Phylum Vertebrata,
Kingdom Animals and the Domain Multi-cellular… The passing from the universe of
single cells of Pre-Cambrian era towards the multi-cells, of Cambrian era, remains a
huge mystery of evolution on our planetary system… …Genesis of Sapiens must be
accompanied by the Genesis of Life on our Planetary System, with Genesis of Solar
System of Milky Way Galaxy, and Genesis of the Universe-in-itself!... …Is it this
endeavor a Sapient-o-mania?... Not at all, it is an encyclopedic and interdisciplinary
reality of our Species Sapiens!... Nothing more, nothing less… …But, in which way, would
be possible to change the whole of Sapiens into a Shooting–star Species?... Possible,
but reporting the Sapiens to Sapiens itself, done through a Philosophical System of the
whole Species, by re-thinking that the truth is the whole, as well as in science, in
philosophy and in anthropology!... …Let’s reiterate that nothing in Sapiens makes
sense, except in the light of creativity, through rationality… …More than that, there is no
Species owner, SAPIENSEIGENTÜMER! Through SAPIENTOLOGIZATION will be
reached out the greatest overdrive in additional speed of knowledge - episteme and
creativity - noesis, of the whole Sapiens throughout of its development in the last
50.000 years!... …Almost every human being wants to know primarily, of where she / he
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comes from, who is she / he and where she/ he goes... …Almost every man would like to
know who is her / his ancestors are, and who will be her / his offspring... …Almost every
human being would like to know, how was the origin of humankind, its past, its present
existence and to found out, to foresee in advance, its possible future... …By observing
and researching the nature of human, it was taught that, without ancestors, without
preceding branches, no offspring would arise... …Through the discovery of the laws of
nature, it has been found or found that the theory of evolution contradicts almost all of
the myths of creation of religions and of theologies... …Through the sciences of Biology,
of Anthropology and Sapientology, the man had ascertained their kinship with the
human beings, by calling himself as Wisdom - man, as Intelligent Being, as Creative
Being or HOMO SAPIENS... …With this biological name, HOMO, in connection with the
self-given artificial names of SAPIENS by INTELLIGENCE, the humanity development
recognizes many creations and achievements (in art, in technology, in science, in
civilizations, in partial prosperity, in the treatment of epidemic diseases, in prolongation
of average lifespan), by admitting also many catastrophic results of wild behaviors as
wars, as civilizations destroying, or as illegal migration, as religious fanaticism and
terrorism... The book Ancestors & Sapiens is written and thought in this way and
pathway… Ancestors of Sapiens through Sapientologist
First Published in 1987, this book offers a full, comprehensive guide to the process of
administering the correct dosage in medicine. Carefully compiled and filled with a vast
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repertoire of notes, diagrams, and references this book serves as a useful reference for
students of medicine, and other practitioners in their respective fields.
One of the big advantages of Helladic Language is that every Word or Expression can
be used as substantive when the Definite Article “TO” be placed before of it… In this
way, the consistence of the Greek Grammatik and Greek Morphology has a particular
substance in creating a language of philosophy, a language of law and jurisdiction,
which was the basic of the Greek political, cultural, and spiritual advancements…
Greece has had one of the greatest and prolonged influenced in Human Evolution, and
even today our particularly European thought and ideas are indebted to the ancient
past of Greece! In this way, the Greek Culture has been embracing by about two third
of all Mankind, being endowed as the deepest, the basic unit of European culture, as
Universal Culture Pattern… In some-way, the same sense as an Atom is regarded as
the basic Unit of Matter, the Cell is regarded as the basic Unit of Life, or the Word is the
basic unit of Human Articulated Speech, all creating for Humans the powerful of its
abstractness... Greek Ontologist
…Has our Species Sapiens a guardian angel around her? Eine Schutzengel herum? …Or
just a little devil? Oder nur ein kleiner Teufel... …Could survive our Species in this extrastressing condition, which in the third decade of the March 2020, seems to be
unbearable, seems to be chance-lost, seems to become frightened, seems to become
paralyzing for the whole economy, particularly for Western Europe (Italy and Spain) and
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United States?... …Could one write, could one think, a book of all books of Sapiens, a
verse of all verses of Sapiens, a formula of all formulas of Sapiens, an equation of all
equations of Sapiens, a theory about all theories about Sapiens, a principle of all
principles about Sapiens, in order to save Sapiens, or at least to alleviate its ordeal and
misery of this present pathology, which Sunday, 29 March 2020, has reached
worldwide about 650.000 cases with fast 30.000 deaths?... But a day later, Monday, 30
March, 2020, the numbers of infected cases around the globe has reached the total
cases of 750.000 with about 35.000 deaths… Therefore, a rising in affected people of
about 100.000 per day, with about 5000 deaths accordingly to the John Hopkins
University! Apocalypse now! …Since Mid-December 2019, a strange and dangerous
epidemic outbreak of an infectious virus, a viral disease, originating in Far East China
mainland, with epicenter in Wuhan province, having at North the Nanjing city and
province, at East is placed the Hangzhou province, at south is Changsha province, and
at West is Chongqing province. This infectious outbreak has been ravaged the world,
by sweeping over countries and continents, reaching its peak of mortality in ending of
March 2020, in Western Europe, more exactly in Italy (over 85.000 cases with over
10.000 deaths) and Spain (over 65.000 cases with over 6.000 deaths)… The whole of
Sapiens is haunted by this virus- phantom, by this nano-metric haunt, which can
provoke serious diseases in human, some of them with lethal ending, through
aggravated respiratory weaknesses, both in upper and down of respiratory system,
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called SARS – Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, with the particularity of Middle
East area, called MERS, (Middle East) Severe Acute Respiratory System… The
measures of closing businesses, plants, parks, schools, universities, museum,
expositions, sport – events, including even the Olympic Games in July this year in
Japan, then industry of tourism through airports and agreements places, then
congresses and symposiums, including those of medical ones, with harsh boundaries
controls between states, or between regions of the same countries, here are a somber
development of this viral disease, called in scientific terms, COVID – 19, or by other as
SARS – COVID 2! All of a sudden, billions and billions of Euro and Dollars have been
pushed in all forms of medical precautionary of anti–viral measures, in hospitals, clinics,
researching of new drugs or an efficient vaccine in this battlefield of all, called by myself
as SAPIENS, against CORONA VIRUS! It is reported that some drugs, already used for
other diseases, could have some positive actions for the treatment of this
overspreading illness. Also, the natural resistance of every individuals in creating of its
own auto-immunity system resisting to Corona virus, with multitudes imploring and
praying the mysteries forces hidden in human or possible extra-human, or calling of
para-psychological powers coming from signs of zodiac or orders of planets and stars
with cosmological alignment in saving humanity. Among millions and millions of doctors
and assistants, of researcher and clinicians, throughout the world, there is also a
theoretical searcher and researcher in this area, particularly in THEORETICAL
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MEDICINE, in recombining MEDICINE with PHILOSOPHY, as PHILOSOPHICAL
MEDICINE, who is just… myself! It is noted that my previous two books regarding this
dramatic topics, SAPIENTOLOGY & CORONA VIRUS and CORONA IS SAPIENS, are
already published on line through Amazon – KDP, waiting also in days, their publishing
on Google / Play /Book! Now, around of 30 March, 2020, is to hope to publish the fifth
on-line book about Corona virus, called EIDOS & CORRONA! After two wisdoms in
“SOPHOS”, in previous book of SAPIENTOSOPHY & VIRUSOSOPHY, both in
battlefield of present pathology, let’s make an incursion into secrecy of virus through its
own Eidos, one of the central concept of idealist philosophy, whatever in Greek
philosophy or German Idealismus. But CORRONA with double “R” into the middle of
the substantive? Why not, we must fight on all fronts of secret knowledge, of mystery
and magic intuition, because Sapiens is a mystery of creation through itself, for itself
and with itself, and Sapiens itself has been built on for battle in all directions, likewise
the Corona virus in its endemic and pandemic overspreading, without frontiers, without
choosing the victims through their genre or through their age or through their profession
or location! Therefore, let’s try it, let’s encourage and re-encourage this kind of
behavior in publishing books (primarily online), about this world wide plague, the sad
dominance in our virus plague time or era through CORONA VIRUS, through these
sets of books, of booklets and possible bookishes, all relating this pandemic infectious
of worldwide disease, by making ill history, ill-hopes and possible ill deities alike…
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Eidologist of Theoretical Virusology
In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds
of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, whatever through Greek philosophy
or Hinduism philosophy… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know
what is uncertain around me and inside me, whatever through myself as individual
atman, or through a deity of salvation, as Brahman, or through a deliverer as redeemer
of multitudes… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is
unknown around me and inside of me, by making a presumptive jump towards final
stage of becoming by reaching out the re-absorption into the final principle… Ultimately,
in order to know ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is
unknown around me and inside me, and inside us as Species Sapiens, it is the dutytriad in every school, in every college or university, of all those who are trying the
ontological jump in our Species, seen and analyzed as an epos era of the triad
Anthropology – Sapientology – Individuality… Atmanologist
…Before knowing myself better, it is necessary to know my Species Sapiens, to whom I
belong in my entirety… …But my Species Sapiens belongs at its row, to the Genus or
Gattung Homo Anthropos, by enlisting here Homo Habilis, Homo Ergaster, Homo
Erectus, Homo Heidelbergensis, Homo Neanderthal, whom, I should know them, at
least in their generality… …Moreover, one ought know the Hominid Family, (Orangutan,
Chimpanzee, Bonobo), then Order Primate, Class Mammals, Phylum Vertebrata,
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Kingdom Animals, Domain Multi-cellular… …Genesis of Sapiens must be accompanied
by the Genesis of Life on our Planetary System, with Genesis of Solar System of Milky
Way Galaxy, and Genesis of the Universe!... …Is it this endeavor a Sapient-o-mania?...
Not at all, it is an encyclopedic and interdisciplinary reality of our Species Sapiens!...
Nothing more, nothing less… …But, In which way, would be possible to change the whole
of Sapiens into a Shooting – star Species?... Possible, but reporting the Sapiens to
Sapiens itself, done through a Philosophical System of the whole Species!... …Let’s
reiterate that nothing in Sapiens makes sense, except in the light of creativity!... …More
than that, there is no Species owner, SAPIENSEIGENTÜMER ! Through
SAPIENTOLOGIZATION will be reached out the greatest overdrive in additional speed
of knowledge - episteme and creativity – noesis, of the whole Sapiens throughout of its
development in the last 50.000 years!... …Almost every human being wants to know
primarily, of where she / he comes from, who is she / he and where she/ he goes...
…Almost every man would like to know who is her / his ancestors are, and who will be
her / his offspring... …Almost every human being would like to know, how was the origin
of humankind, its past, its present existence and to found out, to foresee in advance, its
possible future... …By observing and researching the nature of human, it was taught
that, without ancestors, without preceding branches, no offspring would arise...
…Through the discovery of the laws of nature, it has been found or found that the theory
of evolution contradicts almost all of the myths of creation of religions and of
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theologies... …Through the sciences of biology, of anthropology and sapientology, the
man had ascertained their kinship with the human beings, by calling himself as Wisdom
- man, as Intelligent Being, as Creative Being or HOMO SAPIENS... …With this
biological name, HOMO, in connection with the self-given artificial names of SAPIENS
by INTELLIGENCE, the humanity development recognizes many creations and
achievements (in art, in technology, in science, in civilizations, in partial prosperity, in
the treatment of epidemic diseases, in prolongation of average lifespan), by admitting
also many catastrophic results of wild behaviors as wars, as civilizations destroying, or
as illegal migration, as religious fanaticism and terrorism ... Sapiens through
Sapientologist
In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds
of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, in order to know better my Species
Sapiens… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is
uncertain around me and inside me, resensing the spirit of faith through the core of
chaing ascending to the Prophet… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have
to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, re-unitying into myself the ways
and pathways of mysticism and rationalism… Ultimately, in order to know of ourselves
better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown inside of myself
and ourselves, it is the duty-triad in every school, in every college or every university of
all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, as a revelation of the
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wholeness Sapiens… Prophetologist
This book describes how the quality of life can be improved by exploiting the central
role of the hearing organs from the astonishing discoveries of Professor Alfred Tomatis.
This book can be considered as a standard work to establish the proper execution of
the original Tomatis method. It pays tribute to Professor Alfred Tomatis' pioneering
work. It provides an insight into why and for what disabilities the method works so well.
A wealth of scientific validations and cases are presented to illustrate this as an aid for
practitioners as well as for potential clients and to convince the outside world. Details
encompass anatomy, neurology, and physiology, pathology, psychology along with
interpretations of listening tests, programming and equipment. It serves both therapists
and clients, as well as generally interested persons and medical or educational
institutions.
First published in 1992: This book provides a comprehensive look at the design and
production of microcapsules, microspheres, and nanoparticles. It discusses the diverse
aspects and skills that must be mastered to prepare and test products that will work
correctly and be clinically acceptable for human or animal use.
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
This book is a collection of contributions written by philosophers and scientists active in
different fields, such as mathematics, logics, social sciences, computer sciences and
linguistics. They comment on and discuss various parts of and subjects and
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propositions introduced in the Handbook of Analytical Philosophy of Medicine from
Kadem Sadegh-Zadeh, published by Springer in 2012. This volume reports on the
fruitful exchange and debate that arose in the fuzzy community upon the publication of
the Handbook. This was not only very much appreciated by the community but also
seen as a critical starting point for beginning a new discussion. The results of this
discussion, which involved many different perspectives from science and the
humanities and was warmly encouraged by Kadem Sadegh-Zadeh himself, are
accurately reported in this volume, which is intended to be a critical companion to
Kadem Sadegh-Zadeh ?s handbook. Rudolf Seising is currently an adjunct researcher
at the European Centre for Soft Computing in Mieres, Asturias (Spain) and a college
lecturer at the Faculty of History and Arts, at the Ludwig Maximilians University of
Munich (Germany). Marco Elio Tabacchi is currently the Scientific Director of the Italian
National Research & Survey Organization Demopolis, and a research assistant in the
Soft Computing Group at University of Palermo (Italy).
How could be changed out of classical concept of ANATOMY (ana-tomos = to cut off in
small pieces) which is one of the strongest imprinted scientific concept within the minds
of all biologic scientists still by centuries, with the philosophical concept as
ANATOMOLOGY? i.e. the Science of Anatomy, the Philosophical Science of the
Anatomy, which in turn, could be synthesized by anatomists and philosophers alike!...
Our endeavor is to find out a road between the two basic forms of human knowledge,
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an aurea mediocritas of dreaming pathway of any metaphysical living system…
Anatomologist
This book presents the complete philosophy of Fuzzy Set Theory. It offers a collection
of views from scholars involved in various research projects concerning fuzziness in
science, technology, economic systems, social sciences, logics and philosophy.
This volume provides a single-source of reviews for all the important colloidal drug
delivery systems, including nanoparticles, liposomes, niosomes, microemulsions and
ointments. Over 1000 bibliographic citations, as well as tables, drawings, equations and
photographs, are provided. Arranged in order of increasing physical complexity, this
work ana
Der Schmidt/Thews ist das wegweisende Standardlehrbuch der Physiologie. Die
Mitwirkung von 23 hervorragenden Fachleuten bürgt auch bei der 25. Auflage für die
Qualität der Darstellung und die Aktualität der wissenschaftlichen Sachverhalte. In
erster Linie wurde die Physiologie des Menschen als Lehrbuch für Medizinstudenten
konzipiert. Doch auch für den in Klinik und Praxis tätigen Arzt und für den in
Nachbargebieten (Pharmazie, Biochemie, Zoologie, Psychologie) arbeitenden
Wissenschaftler ist dieses Werk eine unverzichtbare Orientierungshilfe zum
gegenwärtigen Wissensstand in der Physiologie. Durch die übersichtliche Gliederung,
die intensive redaktionelle Bearbeitung aller Beiträge und die hervorragenden
zweifarbigen Abbildungen werden in diesem Lehrbuch auch komplexe
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Zusammenhänge leicht verständlich dargestellt. Dabei wird der Pathophysiologie und
damit dem Bezug zur Klinik besondere Aufmerksamkeit gewidmet. Ein umfangreiches
Sachverzeichnis ermöglicht ein rasches und genaues Auffinden jeder gewünschten
Information.
…Has our Species Sapiens a guardian angel around her? Eine Schutzengel herum? …Or
just a little devil? Oder nur ein kleiner Teufel... …Could survive our Species in this extrastressing condition, which in the third decade of the March 2020, seems to be
unbearable, particularly for western Europe (Italy and Spain) and United States?...
…Could one write, could one think, a book of all books of Sapiens, a verse of all verses
of Sapiens, a formula of all formulas of Sapiens, an equation of all equations of
Sapiens, a theory about all theories about Sapiens, a principle of all principles about
Sapiens, in order to save Sapiens, or at least to alleviate its ordeal and misery of this
present pathology, which Thursday, 26 March 2020, has reached worldwide about
500.000 cases with fast 22.000 deaths!... …Since Mid-December 2019, a strange and
dangerous epidemic outbreak of an infectious virus, a viral disease, originating in Far
East China mainland, with epicenter in Wuhan province, having at North the Nanjing
city and province, at East is placed the Hangzhou province, at south is Changsha
province, and at West is Chongqing province. This infectious outbreak has been
ravaged the world, by sweeping over countries and continents, reaching its peak of
mortality in mid-March 2020, in Western Europe, more exactly in Italy (over 60.000
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cases with over 6.000 deaths) and Spain (over 35.000 cases with over 3.000 death)…
The whole of Sapiens is haunted by this virus-phantom, by this Nano-metric-haunt,
which can provoke serious diseases in human, some of them with lethal ending,
through aggravated respiratory weaknesses, both in upper and down of respiratory
system, called SARS – Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, with the particularity of
Middle East area, called MERS, (Middle East) Severe Acute Respiratory System… The
measures of closing businesses, schools, universities, museum, expositions, sportevents, including even the Olympic Games in July this year in Japan, then industry of
tourism through airports and agreements places, then congresses and symposiums,
including those of medical ones, with harsh boundaries controls between states, or
between regions of the same countries, here are a somber development of this viral
disease, called in scientific terms, COVID-19, or by other as SARS – COVID 2! All of a
sudden, billions and billions of Euro and Dollars have been pushed in all forms of
medical precautionary of anti-viral measures, in hospitals, clinics, researching of new
drugs or an efficient vaccine in this battlefield of all, called by myself as SAPIENS,
against CORONA VIRUS! It is reported that some drugs, already used for other
diseases, could have some positive actions for the treatment of this overspreading
illness. Among millions and millions of doctors and assistants, of researcher and
clinicians, throughout the world, there is also a theoretical searcher and researcher in
this area, particularly in THEORETICAL MEDICINE, in recombining MEDICINE with
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PHILOSOPHY, as PHILOSOPHICAL MEDICINE, who is just… myself! It is noted that
my previous two books regarding this dramatic topics, SAPIENTOLOGY & CORONA
VIRUS and CORONA IS SAPIENS, are already published on line through Amazon –
KDP, waiting also in days, their publishing on Google / Play /Book! Now, around of 25
March, 2020, is to hope the on line publishing of the third book about Corona virus,
called SAPIENTOCOVID – 2020! But, at 26 March, 2020, through a supra-synthesis of
Corona on-line books, it is thought the fourth virus-book in row, under the title
SAPIENTOSOPHY & VIRUSOSOPHY! Two wisdoms in “SOPHOS”, both in battlefield
of present pathology? Why not, because Sapiens itself has been built on for battle,
likewise the Corona virus in its endemic and pandemic overspreading! Therefore, let’s
try it, let’s encourage and re-encourage this kind of behavior in publishing books
(primarily on-line), about this world wide plague, the sad dominance in our virus plague
time or era of CORONA VIRUS, through these sets of books, of booklets and possible
bookishes, all relating this pandemic infectious of worldwide disease, by making ill
history, hopes and deities alike… Sapientologist of Theoretical Virusology
To my mother Victoria, the greatest Incentor-Being throughout my life, and which
proved to be more than any encouragement by creating the monumental opera of the
AERA OF PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS! Being and Edentation is a combination
between Gnathology-Dentistry, as human pathology in total edentation with an
interpretation between dentistry, philosophy, psychology, theology, in their videological
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togetherness. Video-Gnathologist
A comprehensive review and analysis of environmental literacy within the context of
environmental science and sustainable development. Approaching the topic from
multiple perspectives, the book explores the development of human understanding of
the environment and human-environment interactions in the fields of biology,
psychology, sociology, economics and industrial ecology.
Present Your Research to the World! The World Congress 2009 on Medical Physics and
Biomedical Engineering – the triennial scientific meeting of the IUPESM - is the world’s leading
forum for presenting the results of current scientific work in health-related physics and
technologies to an international audience. With more than 2,800 presentations it will be the
biggest conference in the fields of Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering in 2009!
Medical physics, biomedical engineering and bioengineering have been driving forces of
innovation and progress in medicine and healthcare over the past two decades. As new key
technologies arise with significant potential to open new options in diagnostics and
therapeutics, it is a multidisciplinary task to evaluate their benefit for medicine and healthcare
with respect to the quality of performance and therapeutic output. Covering key aspects such
as information and communication technologies, micro- and nanosystems, optics and
biotechnology, the congress will serve as an inter- and multidisciplinary platform that brings
together people from basic research, R&D, industry and medical application to discuss these
issues. As a major event for science, medicine and technology the congress provides a
comprehensive overview and in–depth, first-hand information on new developments, advanced
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technologies and current and future applications. With this Final Program we would like to give
you an overview of the dimension of the congress and invite you to join us in Munich! Olaf
Dössel Congress President Wolfgang C.
Maybe through “logos” and through account, or through proportions, or rational faculty or
through proportion, to arise another reason to the “ONTOLOGY”, i. e. the logos of the study of
Being as such, i.e. to the EXISTENCE in its metaphysical equivalency? Could be thus, by
trying to understand and re-understand, to define and re-define, to think and to re-think, to
assure and re-assure, the whole of Greek Essence, upon which has been grounded the whole
of the European history? Would be the whole European philosophy and the whole European
Science, Art, Culture and Civilisation to be found and re-found within the basic network of
Greek’s concepts, whatever in Philosophy, Mythology, Theology, Science, Technology, Art,
Language, Alphabet, or Psychology, an underlying organizational principle of the history of
Europe as a common meaning in the last 2500 years?... Have been the Universe of Greeks
concepts, or Greek Conceptology, or Greek-Conceptologicum, the account for true essence
into European history, for the true knowledge of European history, as the most active force
within the European history? Our booklet called “Greek Ontology” is trying, at least in part, to
give an answer to a such endeavours of European Civilisation! Greek Ontologist
In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of
meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton,
I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me… In order to know myself better,
gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me… Ultimately, in
order to know ourself better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown,
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must be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying
the ontological jump in our Species, still called Sapiens… Encylopaedist
Anatomie, Physiologie, Pathophysiologie des MenschenAnatomie, Physiologie,
Pathophysiologie des Menschen140 Tabellen
This volume of the series Handbook of Zoology deals with the anatomy of the gastrointestinal
digestive tract – stomach, small intestine, caecum and colon – in all eutherian orders and
suborders. It presents compilations of anatomical studies, as well as an extensive list of
references, which makes widely dispersed literature accessible. Introductory sections to orders
and suborders give notice to biology, taxonomy, biogeography and food of the respective
taxon. It is a characteristic of this book that different sections of the post-oesophageal tract are
discussed separately from each other. Informations on form and function of organs of digestion
in eutherians are discussed under comparative-anatomical aspects. The variability and
diversity of anatomical structures represents the basis of functional differentiations.
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